Parotidectomy combined with identification and preservation procedures of the great auricular nerve.
We found that the great auricular nerve (GAN) passes at the median (m) point between the tips of the mandibular angle and mastoid process. We also established the GAN definitive line using this point for rapid identification of the trunk of the GAN and systematic parotidectomy combined with procedures for identification of the GAN, elevation of the skin flap, and exposure of the parotid capsule, which showed a high rate of preservation of the nerve and the lobular branch. The aim of this study was to improve parotidectomy and the rate of preservation of the GAN. This study comprised 74 consecutive patients who were scheduled to have parotidectomy for benign tumors at our department between November 2011 and April 2014. We examined whether our GAN definitive line including the m point was useful to identify the trunk of the GAN and whether anterograde dissection of the nerve could be performed simultaneously with skin flap elevation and exposure of the parotid capsule and contributed to preservation of the trunk to the lobular branch. The trunk was identified under the GAN definitive line drawn preoperatively in 97.3% of cases (72/74). Combined surgery was successfully performed with a 95.9% (71/74) preservation rate of the GAN including the lobular branch.